
Tuberculosis, a deadly pathogen that infects a third of the world’s population, is on the rise. The increased prevalence of multi-drug resistant strains makes 
treatment very challenging. The clear way forward is in prevention via vaccination; however the current vaccine, Mycobacterium bovis BCG, is handicapped by its 
highly variable e�cacy, use of needles, di�culty in transportation and its requirement for constant refrigeration. State of the art live-cell vaccine candidates that 
seek to overcome these issues remain susceptibile to ambient temperatures; improvements in live-cell formulations have been modest [1]. In order to address 
the increasing prevelance of tuberculosis, vaccine candidates must therefore be developed. They must be scalable; easily handled, transported and distributed; 
active as vaccines; and, most critically, they must maintain cell viability and bioactivity in accelerated conditions of temperature and humidity. To address these 
conditions, we developed an immunologically active formulation that o�ers high tolerance to environmental stress and long shelf life for live-cell vaccines.

BCG binding to a macrophage 
in a host’s lung [2]

Our sol-gel based encapsulation of 
a live-cell vaccine model is scalable, 
easily handled and highly tolerant 
to environmental stresses. Our ini-
tial in-vivo results with M bovis BCG 
demonstrate the unique ability to 
confer higher protective immunity 
against Mtb with longer sample 
aging at elevated temperatures. 
These features o�er the potential 
to revolutionize the ability to im-
munize the world against tubercu-
losis with live-cell vaccines.

Encapsulating extracellular 
lipid/silica matrix

STATE OF THE ART, STABI-
LIZED, LIVE-CELL VACCINE

Approach: cell encapsulation via nano-engineered extracellular matrix Pilot study yields intriguing results
Figure 1. Evaporation induced self-assembly of silica-precursor/surfactant solutions 
generates highly ordered nanostructured matrices, which can be engineered as an 
extracellular matrix to impart environmental stability in cells. 

Spray drying produces functional nano-bio composites

Results: matrix functionality yields thermal tolerance Conclusions

The determining requirement for an environmental-tolerant vaccine is the ability 
to protect live cells from extreme conditions. Traditional methods of determining 
viability (CFU plating) are inadequate with lipid/silica based formulations: re-
quired dissolution of encapsulating material and latent-like behavior of cells 
render regrowth inconsistent. ATP based assays are widely used and provide a 
quanti�cation of the total ATP present in a solid or liquid sample.

Figure 8. Luminescence demonstrates long term stability of nano-bio com-
posite containing live cells in aged samples, which indicates high viability. 

Figure 5. Transmission Electron Microscopy con�rms nano-
structure which is thought to generate the conditions neces-
sary for high viability.

Figure 6. Dry, powdered bio-nano composite exhibits �uid lipid 
micro-architecture as determined with FRAP.
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ATP based assay is an surrogate for CFU determination of viability in 
bacteria. This system will be employed to characterize spray dried bio-
nano materials and provides for a standardized measure of viability.

Spray dried materials were embedded in epoxy resin, microtomed 
and imaged. 5a, Dark features are representative of spray dried 
particles containing voids where cells would reside (5b). Ripple-like 
features indicate ordered lipid/silica nanostructure (5c and 5d).
TEM veri�es consistently ordered, conformal nanostructures at 
cell interface, which we propose provides resistance to desic-
cation and environmental stress.

Samples were aged under refrigerated and accelerated conditions (25˚C, 60% 
RH) according to accepted standards [8]. Additional samples were prepared fol-
lowing the same techniques as reported in state of the art literature [1] and com-
pared to our nano-bio cell encapsulation.
Nano-bio composite o�ers extended viability under accelerated aging to 
greater than 100-fold over state of the art in literature. The preparation 
is appropriate for conferring extended viability to encapsulated cells.
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Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) measures molecular 
di�usion and, hence, sample �uidity. Spray dried formulations containing 
1% labelled lipid (green �uorescence) were bleached with a confocal/ 
laser assembly. The di�usion constant, τ, according to the equation in 
(6a) is 5x10-10cm2/s (variables are de�ned by system parameters [5]), and 
is consistent with reported values of lipid vesicles [6]. Red �uorescence 
did not recover, indicating complete bleaching of cellular RFP (6b).
Spot photobleaching and observed �uorescence recovery (6c-6f) 
demonstrate �uid nature within spray dried samples, consistent 
with conventional CDA techniques. This may impact cellular viability 
and resistance to dessication. 

Previous methods including our pilot in-vivo data required scale-up 
from previous laboratory scale experiments to meet the large-scale pro-
duction requirements for a modern vaccine candidate. The Cell Directed 
Assembly technique was adapted to a spray drying process -a unique 
approach to preparing formulations consisting of lipid and silica.  The 
material was prepared as a dry powder containing RFP expressing E. coli 
(pDsRed, Clontech). 4a, SEM of discrete particle. 4b, confocal merge and 
4c, confocal red �uorescence allow visualization of encapsulated cells. 
E. coli is used as a bacterial analogue for M bovis BCG in our initial studies 
due to the concerns with aerosolizing pathogenic organisms. 
A conventional spray drying apparatus (Buchi, Switzerland) was 
used for sample preparation, which allowed for the production of 
grams to kilograms of powder.

 Samples were aged dry at 37˚C for 1, 30 and 60 days 
and were administered to mice followed six weeks 
later by an aerosol challenge of virulent Mtb. A 
strong trend was observed on sample age and pro-
tective ability against ∆kasB latent mutant.
Aged nano-bio material not only preserves cell 
function, but also exhibits phenotype of latent 
BCG bacteria and becomes increasingly potent 
with aging. Results obtained from unoptimized 
BCG-containing thin �lms indicate that nano-bio 
material may o�er useful characteristics for a 
vaccine replacement for tuberculosis prevention. 

Figure 3. Thin �lms of encapsulated M Bovis 
BCG demonstrate protective e�ects against ∆
kasB, a strain of Mtb with a latent phenotype.

1a, Amphiphilic lipids direct a process of self assembly and serve to organize sol-gel silica 
precursors into ordered nanostructures with controlled pore structure and connectivity as 
understood by the phase diagram where hydrophilic silica precursors can be substituted for 
water. 1b, Conducting self assembly in the presence of live cells (termed Cell Directed As-
sembly, CDA) creates unique bio/nano composites and interfaces, which is achieved by com-
bining silica precursors, lipids and cells into one solution followed by sample preparation. 
We study nano-bio composites containing live cells and investigate material stability 
against dessication and protection against elevated heat and humidity.

Figure 2. The nano-bio interface formed by Cell Directed Assem-
bly provides numerous biologically-relevant features [4].

SEM of encapsulated e coli

5 um

withstands drying and vacuum
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Samples are prepared by combining previously mentioned silica 
precursors with C6-lipid and living cells (yeast or bacteria). The liquid 
solution is spin coated on a glass substrate, resulting in a thin �lm. 
2a, Cells localize lipid which remains �uid - this �uid interface acts as 
a bu�er between the cells and the local dry environment. 2b, Coher-
ent, ordered interface between cell and nanostructure withstands 
drying and vacuum (Transmission Electron Microscopy -TEM). 2c, 
Nanostructure is evident in immediate region surrounding cell and 
helps maintain �uidic nature of the material. 2d, The nano-bio extra-
cellular matrix provides complete encapsulation of the cell via aero-
sol deposition (Scanning Electron Microscopy -SEM).
Preliminary data supported extension of CDA techniques into 
bio-nano composites containing M bovis BCG.

Figure 7. The luciferase reaction (Bactiter-glo, Promega) generates light; 
output data in our experiments correlates strongly with CFUs for E. coli.

Luminescent biproduct results 
from ATP presence

Figure 4. Preparation technique yields discrete nano-bio particles 
between 1 and 10um in diameter, which encapsulate live cells. 
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NANO-ENGINEERED, ULTRA STABLE, LIVE 
CELL VACCINES AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS

7a: ATP viability assay [7] 7b: Correllation to Colony Forming Units (CFU)
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